August and September 2012

Summer is here!

We would like to hear from You!
We’re hoping that what draws you
to Revelstoke is an experience with
Heli Canada Adventures that you’ll
remember forever. We would like to
find out if we need to add an adventure that is appealing to you? Maybe
you have suggestions on trip lengths,
packages or times of the season
that works best for you? Is there a
particular day to start our multi–day
adventures on that make it easier to
book air travel? What would you like
to see in our newsletter? How many
newsletters a year is suffice? What
months do you start to plan your
summer vacation?
Please do email us any suggestions,
ideas or advice in making Heli Canada
Adventures your helicopter vacation
company. Thank you in advance.
To book, just drop us a line at

info@helicanada.com or
1-888-837-5417.

After a very wet spring here in
Revelstoke, July has been sunny,
warm and very summer like. The
glacier lilies have been spectacular
as usual. We are now heading
into prime time wildflower season
– very exciting!

“Unbelievable!!”, “I want to stay
here for ever!” are some of the
common adjectives we hear
while absorbing the brilliant
coloured meadows.

Heli Hiking is a great way to
meet new friends, get together
The alpine meadows are turning with your family or just the two
into a kaleidoscope of vivid of you getting away from the
colours again.
Reds, yellows, hustle bustle of it all. We notice
purples, stark whites and mauves
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across the meadows, the colours
vibrate teasing your eyes. “Wow!!!”,

“Earth laughs in flowers.”
— Ralph Waldo Emerson

Tips from the Team:
The team at Heli Canada
Adventures knows all too
well the importance of looking after your hiking boots.
Keeping your hiking boots in
great shape is vital when out
in the backcountry. Looking
after your hiking boots will
keep your feet warm, dry and
in use for many years. We suggest that our guests have a full
leather hiking boot with very
good ankle support. If you can
find a boot with a full shank in
the sole – you feet will enjoy
them in many places! Having a
sturdier boot will also stabilize
your foot and limit flexing and
rotating, which prevents tired
foot muscles and even blisters.
Putting on a leather/waterproof
protection is very important for
comfy feet and durability. SNOSEAL is a great product for protection and durability. Clean
the outside of your boots and
place them outside in the sun.
When they are warm, apply the
SNO-SEAL and leave them in
the sun. The leather/fabric will
absorb the wax. After hiking,
clean your boots on the inside
and outside. Sweat does deteriorate the leather/fabric and
stitching. We even apply the
SNO-SEAL to the laces of our
boots to keep them supple and
strong. This recipe will leave
you with dry happy feet and
hiking boots that are in good
shape every year.

the educational benefit of the
kids seeing and touching glaciers
for the first time, for example.
Several families have had their
kid’s rock climbing while they
have been heli hiking this July.
At the end of the day, exciting
stories were exchanged between
parents and their exhausted
kids! Seeing the value of family
happiness spread all over their
faces is priceless….
As September brings cool stable
air masses, you shutterbugs know
this the best time for mountain
photography.
Our 3 day 4
nights photography course is an
excellent way to improve your
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We would love to hear from you!

photography. September also
brings recent empty nesters our
way! Treat your selves – you have
just dropped off your daughter
or son to university or college
– it is time to come and reflect
on a job well done of raising
superstars!! We really enjoy all
of our guests regardless of the
month and we strive to make
our adventure yours!
Call us now and we’ll help you
with all the details. All you
need is the enthusiasm and the
desire, and we’ll help with the
rest!
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